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PROJECT SUMl~ARY 

',.... lI', 

This report is part of an ongoing effort aimed at identifying, 

classifying and preventing acts of vandalism directed against the nation's 

railroads. The research project represented by this final report was a 

preliminary exploration into procedures, applications and effects of 

helicopter surveillance of commuter and freight facilities in an urban 

environment. This effort was conducted in and around Philadelphia, Pa. 

J'Jring the spring and summer of 1972. The security departments of the 

Reading Railroad and the Penn Central Transportation Company provided 

the patrol manpower. 

A flexible and adaptive research plan was followed, aimed at providing 

a broad ex~ination of the helicopter patrols' potential capabilities. 

Close attention was given to methodological and statistical aspects 

of research into the vandalism problem in an attempt to document effects 

of the patrol, and to provide insight into the requirewents a more ex

haustive program would impose to attain statistical validation of observed 

impact of helicopter use. 

The quantitative data gath~red during this study supported the quali

tative impression that the helicopt~r was effective in vandalism suppres!;ion. 

11ethodological artifacts, however, prevented the n~sults of this pilot 

effort from ~chieving statistical significance. Based on this research" 

recommendations ~Iere made as to specific features to be considered in flJture 

patrol progra~s. In addition, several specific methodological problem areas 

~Iere identified. 

The conclusions, recommendations and opinions expressed in this report 

are solely those of the author and do not necessarily reflect the policies 

or official positions of the Department of Navy or the Federal !\ailroad 

Administration. 
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VANDALJSI~ SUPPRESSION BY HELICOPTER 

Introduction 

Vandal ism, defined as "An act of destruction in which monetary 

profit is not a prime motive" (quoted in Sanders and Welton 1972, 

page 13) is a problem of some magnitude for the nation's railroads, 

particularly those maintaining a sizable percentage of their right

of-I'/ay in urban areas. A recent survey of vandalism as experienced 

by the nation's railroads, conducted by Sanders and Welton, revealed 

that a median loss of $42,000 annually Vias sustained due to the acts 

of vandd1s. The authors suggest that their estimate 11a5 probably 

some~lhat l',~I. Official, of.the Penn Central have informally estimated 

that vandalism costs Penn Central in excess of 1.5 million dol1al's 

annually. It should be remembered that these costs do not include 

the not inconsiderable expenses as~ociated with the operation of 

railroad security forces, nor do they consider the intangible costs 

of loss of customer good ~1i11 ",od clerit.al expense for processing 

damage claims. 

Among the nati on's rail roads, the Penn Central and Reading compal11 es 

rank as close contenders for the unhappy title of most vandalized. A 

major portion of these roads' business is conducted ~Ii thi n the SEPTA 

corridor, a highly ul'banized area. Since it is axiomatic that railroad 

right-of-vtays tend to run through areas of low socio-economic status, 

it may be assumed that these companies have a disproportionate exposure 

.1. 

to the population segment most likely to commit acts of vandalism. 

Sanders and \4elton point out the average vandal is a Caucasian 

ma 1 e of between 11 and 16 and of low soc; o-economi crank. The yanda 1 

is most likely to commit his act on an impulsive basis, usually in 

the context of a peer group, and often l' r t ~ esponse 0 peer qroup 

social pressure. He is most apt to commit vandalism between the hou,"s 

of three to eight at night, most commonly on his way home from school, 

although occasionally he may act on his way to school. The most 

typical vandalistic act is throwing stones, commonly at signal 

lights, but often at passenger cars, locomotives, and auto carriers. 

He I-lill usually choose his target more by opportunity than by design. 

Attempts to establish motives and attitude set suggest that the vandal 

usually has not considered the consequ~nces of his act, either in terms 

of possible catastrophic results for the railroad and its passengers 

or with respect to punishment should he be apprehended. Also, most 

sources examined by Sanders and Welton are in agreement that an 

ap"ret;ended vandal is not likely to repeat his offense. 

In view of the above information, the problem of combating vandalism 

Lec.ome~ clear. P,ny mea :,ure intended to suppress vandalism must take 

i nt" <)c'.(Junt that t~;e incidents dre sporad ie, unplanned, and, therefore, 

generally unpredictable. Incidents at ally particular location are 

relatively infrequent, even in high occurrence areas. Any given act 

of vandalism will mo,t likely be conlnitted by a subject without a 

prior hi<;tory of apprehension for vandal ism, thus the potential suspect 

2 



population must be regarded as the entire community I'lithin the 

critical age band. The Penn Central employs the largest private 

police force in the United states, a considerable portion of ~Ihich 

is deployed in the SEPTA area, However, a majority of vandal ism 

incidents, including most such incidents involving commuter cars, 

occur in this division. Clearly then, measures other than traditional 

foot and patrol car monitoring are required. 

The requirements of an effective vandalism suppressive measure 

are in part: 

(1) the ~b~11ty to respond quickly within the area of concern 
(2) fleXlbll1ty to respond to a number of differing events 

and demands 
(3) capability to augment and complement traditional 

enforcement activities 
(4) PSycholo~ical impact to deter potential vandals prior to 

destructlve acts. 

Of course, any method employed must be cost effective and be 

easily adopted by railroad security force~. 

Helicopters as Deterrents 

Evaluation of the requirements for an effective vandalism suppressant 

imnediately suggests the pos~ibility of helicopter patrol. Theoretically 

the heliwptel' Quite adequately meets the criteria for an effective 

vandal iw. dr:terrent. 1\ helicopter is quite able to rl'sponcJ quicf.1~y \·lithin 

a fairly large target area. For example, in the urban Philadelphia 

area n(>arTy all high Vandalism locales fall within a circular area of 

about five miles radius. AS$uming that routine patrol wi)l be primarily 

3 
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confined to this area, the average minimum response time \;i11 be 

less than four minutes. Within the Same area, the maximum emergency 

response time will be less than seven minutes. Response tir,1cs on 

this order permit a helicopter patrol to be over a train in trouble 

quickly enough to identify vandalism participants, and to coordinate 

apprehensions by ground patrol. It should be noted that, based on 

Penn Central data, a helicopter patrol should be able to respond to 

emergency calls in less than a third of the time required by ground 

patrols. 

A helicopter, while tightly constrained as to "ground response", 

the delivery of an enforcement officer to the site of an incident 

on the ground, is a most flexible transportation system. Although 

even a small helicopter may have relatively fevl potential landing 

sites, its ability to freely approach most areas of the ground plane 

to an effective observational distance makes it an outstanding 

intelligence platform. An officer having an aerial overvievi of vandalism 

in progress \;i11 effectively multiply many times the ground force, 

with respect to suspect apprehensions. 

Jlelicopter patrol, when used effectively, would not be divorced 

from df! overall security program, but, rather, would be a complementary 

agent, Its major impact. should not be seen as a n£lw force in secuI'ity 

activities, rather it would be expressed as a noticeable increase in 

llepartll1ental efficiency. This increase is ideal in terms of aiding 

vandalism suppression, however, it molkes assessment of d helicopter 
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p~trol's effect more difficult. 

finally, in today's technologically oriented society the helicopter 

creates a PSychological impact on tht: average citizen greater than 

I~ight be expt;cted given the m3chine's size and experiential frequency. 

This reaction, essentially to the ma~hjM itseif, can be; channeled 

and directed to givt; greater impact to the deterrent aspects 07' a 

security force. In a low recidivistic populati!:!1. any agent vlhich 

ll1crea<;e~ the rate of apprehension, though m:1d in its object 

(onsequences, will generally nave the ~ffect of reducing incid0nt 

rate. This argues that helicopter Sllr'lei11ance, tnough only r,c,derately 

r:ffpctivp in terms of fihy'; jea! arrest, may hay'" a strJrg detE:rrent 

eff"r,t on the potential vandal. 

Project Objectives 

Thi!:> Ilroject began with ttl" above assumptions and conclusions 

concerning helicopter surveillan~e as a vandalism suppressant. 

Previou~ projects, both by government agencies and \}y indi'lidua1 

railroads, had generally ~stablished that helicopter patrol of freight 

yards did have promi'iing effect.;, toward deterrence of vandal ism and 

cargo theft, Previous experiments had been primarily concerned I'lith 

[.atrol of freight faci1iti~'.. The basic objet;tiw', of till', rc,I'nrch 

were.' <1$ follows: 

(1) To fly dn experimental hel icopter patrol over a large urban 

area (Philadelphia, Pd.) within the SEPTA area of concern. This patrol 

I~as to: 

5 

(a) Concentrate on commuter car vandalism. 

(b) Focus on intra-urban tight-of-ways. 

(el Be flexibly conducted in order to fully explore the 
hellcopter's potential. 

(2) To develop coordinational and procedural elements to assist two 

railroad security forces (the Penn Central and the H~atl1!h.l} in cooperativl) 

anti-vandal ism efforts. 

(3) To evaluate existing Penn Central vandalhm data ,j;, n baseline 

suitable to statistically document the effects of the patrol. 

(4) To consider al1 possible applications of the helicopter to\~ard 

suppression of vandalism in a manipulatable and innovative environmE:nt, 

a~d to make recommendations based on this experience to aid futur~ 

r'el icopter patrol s. 

(5) To attemDt to establish a cost-benefit ratio for programs 

involving non-ovmership of the t:;atrol helicopter by participant 

ra il roads. 

£r~s,U.tatl!1 

night activities on this project \yere SUbstantially complete 

~; 1 l:ovember 1972. Thi~ report ~Iill discuss in detail the accompli<,hm(!llt 

of the five main objectives, based on the data collected during f1 ight 

o.~tlvitie,,> and the dl'briefing of the operating personnel. A list of 

rr:1..0flllmndations for futurr, programs of d similar nature forms thE} 

fwal portion of thr report. 



CHAPTER 2 - TECHNICAL APPROACH 

Thi-. th,lpter will (Jresent the phys ica1 details of the project dJld 

is organized into four parts: equi pment, experimenta I area. he Jicopter 

usage. and patrol description. In the last two sections, the usage 

plan for the flights is explored and a factual narrative illustrating 

a typical patrol is given. 

Eguiprnent and Personnel 

Th<! helicopter was obtained through contract bid procedures from 

one of the commercial helicopter services maintaining operations at 

Philadelphia International Airport. A bid rate of SaO/hour 

was agreed upon, with a minimum comrnitment of ISO hours flight time, 

It vias agreed that the railroads would have absolute scheduling 

authority with respect to the aircraft, providing 24 hours notice of 

need had been given, The railroad police would also have the aircraft 

on any notice on an "as available" basiS, an arrangement simildr to 

one illl'cady in effect with the Philadelphia Municipal Police. 

Th(' primdr,Y helicopter used WdS a Bell 47-G-2-A. This ilircraft 

has d bubble ;'1pe cabin enclosure affording pilot and passengers a 

clear vj~w forward and down. (See Illustrations I and 2). The aircraf 

Ciln Cdrr.v thrl!ll person~ and has a patrol capability of nearly three 

hour.,. The normal crew was a pilot and i) security officer-observer, 

In order to provide maneuvering margin, all flights in this program 

were of a nominal two hours duration. The aircraft was equipped with 

an electronic sit'en/loudhailer whIch was operated in either mode by 
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the officer-observer (Illustration 3). A fully steerable three 

million candlepower tungsten-halogen spot light completed the external 

crime suppression hardware. This light will illuminate nearly the 

area of a football field from a 1000 feet operating altitude. Used 

judiciously, it is an invaluable aid on night operations. The NiteSun 

and its control box are shown in Illustrations 4 and 5 respectively. 

The helicopter was equipped with all necessary radios and transponders 

for legal commercial flight operations conducted in and around 

Philadelphia. In addition, a multiple channel fm transceiver equipped 

to operate on four primary channels was installed for observer 

communications. The observer had available the police and road 

channels for both railroads. Of these, the observer ~Iould regularly 

guard the security channel for his railroad, occasionally checking 

with the dispatcher on the other police frequency and the Penn Central, 

road channel. The Reading'road channel was provided only for emergency 

purposes and was not used during the experiment. 

Normal gl'ound patrol complements. with some exceptions, made up 

the I"est of the patrol force, the Reading patrols with three ground 

Cilr~, tllr> P"nn Central with six. Both railroads assigned two senior 

security officers as observel's, one man to patrol regularly, one as a 

bilckup. Thr. helicopter was piloted by val'ious members of the contractor's 

staff, although efforts ~Iere made to use the same pilots as often as 

possibl!!. 
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Experimental Area 

The general patrol area within which this investigation was 

conducted was roughly circular and approximately five miles in diameter. 

The epicenter of the area was about five miles north and slightly east 

of do~mtown Philadelphia in the area of the intersection of Olney 

Avenue and U. S. 611. A major concentration of rail right-of-ways 

runs through this area made up of both Penn Central and Reading 

roadbed. The central portion of the primary patrol area is generally 

industrial construction. Warehouses, industrial facilities, and some 

high-density urban housing make up most of the deve10pmen~ in this zone. 

A ~ap of the area may be found in Illustration 6. 

Throughout the experimental area, most of the Reading roadbed is 

used primarily for commuter services. The Penn Central usage runs 

t~e gamut of intra-urban passenger service to interstate freight 

origination. Every type of urban environment, from housing projects 

to single family ,'esidential plots, as well as, nearly every sort of 

ra'ilway facility and activity, may be found in the target area. One 

of the most active areas of vandalism, referred to as the Diamond 

~treet Project, lies in the outer ring of the target zone. Vanda11sm 

In the low socio-economic high density housing area is so cOlllTIon that 

a train passing through unscathed is the exception rather than the 

l"u1e. (rl1ustration 7 presents a view of the Diamond Street yard). 

Throughout the area are holding sidings and cOlllTIercial spurs servicing 

various industrial operations. Since these spurs are generally isolated 
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from normal ground patrol areas, and often have cars standing for 

several days, they are prime candidates for destructive mischief. 

The experimental area can be seen to have provided a wide range 

of locales and opportunities for vandalism, offering an excellent 

background against which to assess the effects of helicopter 

surveillance. 

Aircraft Utilization 

A major intent of this study was to explore as many potential 

applications of the helicopter as possible. To this end, scheduling 

and direction of the patrols was left in the hands of the railroad 

security departments. The two railroads developed a joint schedule 

which generally provided three or four flight days per week. These 

flights were scattered among the days of the week in essentially 

random order, although more attention ~Ias given to school days than 

to the weekends. Figure 1 presents a graphic representation of flight 

frequencies by day of the week. By the end of normal flight operations 

on October 31, 1972. patrol flights had b~en made on 76 

day5 for a total flight time of 177 1/2 hours. Of these flights, 

40 were made by Penn Central observers, and 30 by observers from the 

Reading. During the month of August, flights 11ere sharply curtailed in 

order to extend operation<; through the peak vandalism period occurring 

around the start of school into the early ~leeks. of October. 

The majority of the flights took off between four and six p.m, anQ 

lasted about two hours. Originally it had been anticipated that flights 
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\'Iould be made in the early morning on occasion, but this was found to 

be too difficult to schedule. At several times during the project, 

after-dark patrols were conducted. These flights were directed toward 

establishing the effectiveness of the lighting system and evaluating 

the capability of the helicopter under conditions of darkness. A 

few f1 ights were made in the late morning and early afternoon. 

Scheduling of take-off times roughly corresponded to times of peak 

vandal activity and reflected, to a large extent, the subjective 

impression of the observers as to the most effective patrol times. 

The patrol plans were developed through discussions by the 

security chiefs of the participating railroads. The observers took 

these plans in outline and developed a detailed flight schedule. The 

observers were encouraged to improvise apd innovate while on patrol 

and were given freedom to make any modifications in the flight plans 

which they felt would fUrther their mission. 

A number of patrol configurations were conducted. During all 

patrols, the he1icopter was available to respond to emergency calls 

from gro\lnd crui!>ers or trains on the line. On most patrols some 

time lVas given to what may be called "random surveillance," a general 

in~plctlon of areas in which trouble might be expected, Some effort 

was made to ~,eep the helicopter's search routes unpredictable in order 

to prevent potential vijndals from hiding prior to its approach. 

VariOus Methods of protecting both freight and commut~r trains were 

investinated. Three methods of protecting individual trains ~lere over-

19 

flights before, after, and during transit of the train through 

danger areas. Prior overflight was intended to force potential vandals 

to seek cover, thus keeping them away from the oncoming train. Fol101~ing 

the train was intended to permit apprehension of vandals a.t the time 

of attack on a train. Based on the assumption that the copter overhead 

would represent the probability of immediate apprehension, orbiting 

over a train was intended to prevent subjects from attacking. 

A Typical Patrol 

Most patrols followed a standard flight profile varying only in 

time of take-off and order in which areas were patrolled. A typical 

patrol would leave Philadelphia International Airport and proceed 

across the Schuylkill River, passing to the \~est of the downtown 

Ph~ladelphia area. A random patrol pattern would be follo~led, u,ually 

beginning with observation of freight facilities. 

As the aircraft crossed the river and penetrated the experimental 

area, the observer would run a communications check, identifying himself 

to both police dispatchers as "Eagle I". The dispatcher ~lould report 

any activity in the area for action by the copter. If no traffic was 

reported, the observer would continue to guard his company's police 

channel. 

At regular intervals, the observer would check in with both railroad 

security dispt!tchers. If trouble call s had been received, or if any 

particular area of interest had come up (for example, if a train were 

about to reach a trOUble area). the dispatcher would request that Eagle 

20 
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from normal ground patrol areas, and often have cars standing for 

several days, they are prime candidates for destructive mischief. 

The experimental area can be seen to have provided a wide range 

of locales and oppurtunities for vandalism, offering an excellent 

background against which to assess the effects of helicopter 

surveil 1 ance. 

Aircraft Utilization 

A major intent of this study was to explore as many potential 

applications of the helicopter as possible. To this end, scheduling 

and direction of the patrols was left in the hands of the railroad 

security departments. ~e two railroads developed a joint schedule 

which generally provided three or four flight days per week. These 

flights were scattered among the days of the week in essentially 

random order, although more attention was given to school days than 

to the weekends. Figure 1 presents a graphic representation of f1 ight 

frequencies by day of the week. By the end of normal flight operations 

on October' 31, 1972, Ilatrol flights had been made on 76 

days for a total flight time of 177 1/2 hours. Of these flights, 

40 were made by Penn Central observers, and 38 by observers from the 

Reading. During the month of August, flights were sharply cUrtailed in 

order to extend operations through the peak vandalism period occurring 

around the start of school into the early weeks of October. 

The majority of the flights took off between four and six p.m. and 

lasted about two hours. Originally it had been anticipated that f1 ights 
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would be made in the early morning on occasion, but this was found to 

be too difficult to schedule. At several times during the project, 

after-dark patrols were conducted. These f1 ights were directed tO~/ard 

establishing the effectiveness of the lighting system and evaluating 

the capability of the helicopter under conditions of darkness. A 

few flights were made in the late morning and early afternoon. 

Scheduling of take-off times roughly corresponded to times of peak 

vandal activity and reflected, to a large extent, the subjective 

impression of the observers as to the most effective patrol times. 

The patrol plans were developed through discussions by the 

security chiefs of the participating railroads. The observers took 

these plans in outline and developed a detailed flight schedule. The 

observers were encouraged to improvise and innovate while on patrol 

and were given freedom to make any modifications in the flight plans 

which they felt would further their mission. 

A number of patrol configu.ations were conducted. During all 

patrols. the helicopter was available to respond to emergency calls 

from ground cruisers or trains on the line. On Joost patrols some 

time was given to what may be called "random surveillance," a general 

inspection of areas in which trouble might be expected. Some effort 

was made to keep the helicopter's search routes unpredictable in order 

to prevent potential vandals from hiding prior to its approach. 

Various methods of protecting both freight and commuter trains were 

investigated. Three methods of protecting individual trains were over-
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flights before. after, and during transit of the train through 

danger areas. Prior overflight was intended to force potential vandals 

to seek cover. thus keeping them away from the oncoming train. Fo1lo\~ing 

the train was intended to permit apprehension of vandals at the time 

of attack on a train. Based on the assumption that the copter overhead 

would represent the probability of immediate apprehension. orbiting 

over a train was intended to prevent subjects from attacking. 

A Typical Patrol 

Most patrols followed a standard flight profile varying only in 

time of take-off and order in which areas were patrolled. A typical 

patrol would leave Philadelphia International Airport and proceed 

across the Schuylkill River. passing to the west of the downtown 

Philadelphia area. I; random patrol pattern would be followed. usually 

beginning with observation of freight facilities. 

As the aircraft crossed the river and penetrated the experimental 

area. the observer would run a communications check. identifying himself 

to both police dispatchers as "Eagle I". The dispatcher \,Quld report 

any activity in the area for action by the copter. If no traffic ~Ias 

reported, the observer would continue to guard his company's police 

channel. 

At regular intervals, the observer would check in with both railroad 

security dispatchers. If trouble calls had been received, or if any 

particular area of interest had come up (for example, if a train were 

about to reach a trouble area), the dispatcher would request that Eagle 
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move to the critical area. All directions were given to the helicopter 

in terms of railroad properties. 

fly far the most corrrnon action taken by the hel icopter crew was the 

ejection of juveniles from railroad property. Bitter experience has 

proven to the rail roads that all non-employees on ra 11 road right-of-ways 

must be treated as trespassers and potential vandals. Upon sighting 

juveniles on the tracks, the observer would switch on the helicopter's 

siren, and use the p.a. mode to order the subjects off the right-of-way. 

The wording and tone of the warning was left to the observers. A rather 

casual and somewhat fatherly approach ~iipeared most successful. ("You 

boys, get off the ra i1 road. You're trespassi ng on private property".) 

In most cases, the subjects would leave the tracks. In those cases 

in which the subjects were reluctant to obey, or in ~Ihich evidence 

existed that vandalism was in progress, the observer would contact the 

nearest ground cruiser and an apprehension would be attempted. 

In most cases the airborne warning in and of itself was enough to 

eject the trespassing juveniles. If a second more strongly ~Iorded 

warning was not obeyed, a ground cruiser would be called. On occasion 

the juveniles would react with defiance, making obscene gestures. shaking 

fists, or futi1y throwing stones at the helicopter. An effort was 

usually made to intercept such subjects on the ground, as they ~/ere felt 

to represent high vandalism potential. It is of interest to note that 

there was no instance during the experiment where vandalism ~Ias comnitted 

at a site where juveniles had been ejected earlier that day. Apparently, 
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the loudspeaker warnings were effective. 

During the patrol, particular attention would be given to standing 

boxcars. Often the observer would have the pilot overfly storage 

sidings several times to make certain that no one was molesting the 

cars and that all doors were closed. At the same time, adjacent 

buildings would be checked for signs of burglary or vandal ism. When 

noted, these conditions were reported to the dispatcher who would alert 

the appropriate municipal police authorities. By the end of the two 

hour normal patrol period, all areas of the target zone 110uld have 

been checked, a significant number checked more than once. The flight 

would terminate at Philadelphia International Airport. 
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CHAPTER 3 - RESULTS 

This chapter discusses the outcome of the project. The first 

section details some methodological difficulties associated ~lith this 

study. The second section deals with specific examples of how the 

helicopter has been used. The next section discusses unusual occurrences 

beyond the scope of this study which inflUenced the impact of the 

helicopter patrol. A final section of the chapter treats the nature 

of the numerical results and presents those results. 

l1ethodo 1 09i ca 1 Diffi cul ties 

Sanders and Welton complain (pp. 51-53) of a number of inadequacies 

in most studies, to date, of vandalism prevention. It is most 

unfortunate that this study is also plagued with some of these 

deficiencies. It is appropriate to consider these deficiencies before 

detailing this stUdy's findings. Some possible solutions to these 

problems will be offered in the subsequent chapter on recommendations. 

A deficiency of this study is the absence of a suitable metric ~/ith 

which to quantify vandalistic activity; to compound the problem, the 

unavailability of adequate baseline data against ~/hich to validate any 

statistic which might have been developed. According to Sanders and 

Welton, no published study has dealt adequately with this problem. 

As will be discussed in a later section of this chapter, existing records 

of the subject railroads were not useable as baseline data and no 

meaningful metric could be obtained. 

A second qualification which must be applied to quantitative 

assessments of this project is the contamination of the data. An unusual 
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set of circumstances has uniquely disturbed the experimental conditions 

of this project. These are elaborated in the section that is directed 

toward unusual occurrences relating to this study. Sanders and Welton 

also observe that vandalism studies usually lack adequate experimental 

controls; that is, areas matched to the experimental area on as many 

variables as possible but not exposed to the experimental conditions. 

Once more, this study is in the majority. The railroads were adVised 

by their legal departments that they might incur a liability if one 

area was deliberately left unpatrolled. For this reason, they could 

not cooperate in establishing control areas. The same characteristics 

which make Philadelphia attractively unique as an experimental area 

precluded the use of other cities as a control. 

A possible means of providing a control comparison would have 

been to assess vandalism for those days in which the helicopter was 

not f1~'ing against tile days on which it was flying. Unfortunately, 

the security department's methods of reporting incidents were not 

suitable for a day by day breakdown of events. Had additional funds 

or manpo~/er been available to institute appropriAte reporting 

procedures, a usable control approximation could have been establi~hed. 

However. since the need for such record keeping was not identified 

prior to the start of this project, neither the necessary money nor 

personnel were included in the scope of the program. 

The preceding paragraphs should not be interpreted to mean that this 

study \~as meamngless, or indeed uninterpretable. They should be taken 
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to assert that judgment must be reserved on an objective basis, even 

though evidence may be heard on a less metrified plane. Sanders 

and Welton assess that " •.• when official police records are used to 

evaluate a program, the program is almost universally deemed a 

failUre." (p. 52). Because of the difficulties delineated in the 

preceding paragraphs, the results of the project must be fnferred from 

incidents that took place in the course of operations and from the 

subjective impressions ~f the partiCipants. 

Critical Incidents 

Throughout the study, a number of events have occurred which 

highlight the various uses to which the helicopter is ~lel1 suited. 

On eight occasions, loaded boxcars were observed with doors standing 

open. All of these cars were protected from further loss, and the 

condition corrected. In five such incidents, part of the cars' 

consignments had been thrown to the 9round. In all cases, the 

helicopter prevented any additional pilfering and minimized the loss. 

It is virtually impos>ible to assign dollar values to such potential 

losses. It should be considered that in the cases where pilfering 

was interrupted, the risk of future thefts, in all prohability, was 

reduced, due to the nature of the subject population. In all of 

these cases, it is highly improbable that routine ground patrol would 

have di~covered the open doors in time to prevent additional losses. 

On three occasions, the patrol spotted fires burning on railroad 

property. In all cases the fires were of deliberate origin. The 
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prompt detection of these p~obably prevented a much greater loss to 

the companies. Again, it was the unique Viewpoint afforded by 

overflight that made immediate detection possible. 

During the Course of this program there have been eight cases of 

track obstructions detected by the helicopter. In six of these cases, 

patrol cruisers were close and the tracks were cleared without any 

effect on operations. In one case, no ground car was in a position 

to respond and the helicopter could not find a landing zone nearby. 

In this instance, road traffic was held up at the preceding block 

while a maintenance crew was dispatched to remove the track blockage. 

In the final case, no ground cruiser was available and a train without 

communications gear was already in the immediate area. The he1'copter 

was landed and the obstruction, a twelve foot timber which had been 

wedged into a s\~i tch box, was removed by the observer before the train 

reached it. When the observer left the scene, the intra-urban car, 

loaded with passengers, was already in sight. 

All of the obstruction cases involved commuter service track. Had 

an intra-urban car struck the obstructions, particularly in the last 

case, a serious derailment would probably have resulted in serious cost 

to the passengers. Again, it is extremely difficult to affix a dollar 

cost to an accident prevented, although derailments average about 

35,000 dollars and have run into millions. It is possible that the 

obstructions might have been detected and cleared by normal methods. 

The outcome of an uncleared obstruction probably would be an all-out 
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e lI1ergency stop by the cOlJlTluter car involved, causing sl ight to 

moderate injuries to the passengers. However, a train crew can 

suffer a mOMentary lapse of vigilance, and a blockaded track can result in 

a major tragedy. The prevention of only one such tragedy would 

pay the costs of a full-scale helicopter surveillance program. 

By far the most common activity by the patrol was the ejection of 

trespassers. By the end of the project, 1025 ejections had been 

affected by the helicopter patrol. Last year, twenty-one trespassers 

were accidentally killed or seriously injured in the Philadelphia area. 

The prevention of such accidents is of major concern to the railroad 

security forces. Often the trespassers ejected were engaged in vandalism 

at the time of the helicopter's approach. On nine occasions, the 

helicopter was dispatched to the scene of a train stoning. In each 

case, use of the siren and loudspeaker was enough to eject the subjects. 

On three occasions the helicopter drove subjects off of trains after the 

tl'ains had been del iberately cut. In one such case, twe~ty-five persons 

were c1riven away from a freight even after boxcar doors had been forced. 

Not once did the subjects ignore or defy the helicopter's challenge. 

In the course of patrol, subjects were ejected from almost every 

type of railroad property, including a moving freight. 

Several specific incidents made major impressions on the security 

officers involved in the study. In one case, a signal failure caused ten 

intra-urban cars to be held at a single location. The incident occurred 
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at the peak commuting hour. and the cars were loaded to standing 

capacity with passengers. A group of ten to twelve youths gathered 

and began to stone the cars. Such incidents have happened before 

and have alw~ys resulted in numerous broken windows, often with 

accompanying passenger injuries. In this case Eagle I was in the 

air and arri'/ed over the scene within five minut~s. Upon arrival 

of the helicopter, the vandals fled. The copter patrolled the 

area until the cars were once more able to move. As a result of 

the rapid aerial response, not a single car was damaged and no 

injuries occurred. 

One observer related an incident which highlighted the unique 

psychological impact of helicopter patrol. The persistent trouble 

spot had been an area where Reading track passed between high 

embankments in a middle socio-economic residential area. On a 

majority of patrol flights. trespassers were ejected from this area. 

On the flight in question, a girl of about 11 was spotted on the 

right-of-way. Hhen the observer ordered her to leave, she ignored 

the order and continued to walk along the track. For 5-10 minutes, 

Eagle I circled overhead alternating orders to leave with blasts of 

the siren. Finally the girl reached a cross street, her apparent 

destination, and left railroad property. 

The observer noted, as the hel icopter continue,~ its patrol, that 

the repeated p.a. and siren usage had attracted quite a bit of adult 

attention. "People ~Iere hanging out of windows and standing in their 
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yards trying to figure out whalt was going on," the observer reported. 

Although the a ttempted ejection was an apparent fa i 1 ure with respect 

~o the single subject involved, on future flights the area ceased to 

be a trouble spot. On all subsequent flights, only one or two trespassers 

were seen and ejected, in contrast to the frequent ejections previously 

accomplished. The only acceptable explanation is that the repeated 

warnings to the girl served to sensitize the neighborhood parents to 

the problem of railroad trespass and resulted in a much increased parental 

Gontrol over the juvenile trespassers. 

In a somewhat similar case, hopper cars loaded with flour were 

repeatedly vandalized as they stood on a siding near a local bakery. 

In each case, the pattern of vandalism was the same; the seals on the 

top hatches v/ere broken, and the vandals urinated and defecated into 

the flour. Each such case cost the railroad $4,000 in claimed loss. 

On the second day of patrol, Eagle I ejected four youths who were 

standing on hopper cars at that site. Through the entire project not 

a single additional case of flour cars being vandalized occurred, nor 

did Eagle r spot trespassers at this site at any other time. 

Eagle I played a role somewhat different from vandalism suppression 

on one occasion. Flying over the Greenwich yard of the Penn Central, 

the observer noticed an auto parked near the back of a shop store 

building. A vlindow was obs.erved to be open, and articles were being 

passed to a man on the ground. After raCiioing for assistance trom a 

ground patrol, the helicopter landed in the yard and the observer 

placed under arrest three subjects engaged in stealing Juurnal brass. 
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Subsequent investigation revealed that these persons were responsible 

for a series of similar burglaries which had cost the company thousands 

of dollars. A shop foreman was in the building, unaware of the theft 

in pr'ogress, and the area in which the car had been parked \~as out-of

sight of ground patrol. Again, the unique observational viewpoint 

afforded by the helicopter made possible arrests that would have been 

impossible otherwise. 

In one case, a community hazard was eliminated by the patrol. 

A number of juveniles was using an inactive portion of track, in 

the section called the Trenton Highline, as a hideout for sniffing 

glue and possibly using other drugs. The youths were bombarding 

street traffic with cans and bottles and creating a disturbance with 

profane language. The mUnicipal police were unwilling to act since 

the subjects were on private property. The railroad police 

unsuccessfully tried to apprehend the youths, who heard them climbing 

up to the track level, and fled. On two occasions, subjects were 

forced from the Trenton Highline to street level by Eagle I. The 

first time apprehensions were m~de. The second time, the ground patrol 

was not in position to intercept the subjects. The helicopter remained 

over the youths as they ran along the streets and through yards and directed 

the cruiser to their location where two apprehensions were made. 

Subsequent checks by Eagle I showed that the elevated track was no longer 

being used as a glue sniffing den. 
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Unusual Occurrences 

A series of events unrelated to the experimental design unfortUnately 

played a major role in the numerical results of this study, Various 

factors worked to change the pattern of vandalism from that seen in 

other years. During the early parts of this year, Philadelphia 

reached the crest of a wave of spray-can graffiti. For a few months 

no public building or conveyance was free from hastily sprayed legends, 

usually of obscene character. During the spring months, the thrill 

of graffiti apparently wore off somewhat, and the rate of such 

vandalism dropped sharply. Under normal conditions, station vandalism 

could serve as an index against which to assess the effects of 

helicopter surveillance. since theoretica1ly it would be sensitive 

to the factors influencing vandalism rates but unaffected by the 

helicopter patrol. During this period, however. the measure was quite 

abnormal and could not be used. 

The overall trend in vandalism was also highly abnormal. One 

cause of this was the weather. This spring, the Atlantic Seaboard 

was exposed to one of the heaviest rainstorms in history, Hurricane 

Agnes. The effects of this storm were feU for some time. The 

Philadelphia area received several weeks of almost continuous rain 

which greatly disrupted normal vandalism patterns. Flooding and 

weather-associated problems diverted security forces from normal 

routines and produced more opportunities for malicious acts. At the 
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same time, the bad weather kept many juveniles closer to home and thus 

generally closer to railroad property. The overall effect was to make 

the experimental period so abnormal as to render numerical comparisons 

with prior years useless. 

An additional problem occurred in the fall. At the start of school, 

Philadelphia teachers went on strike. The climate of upheaval introduced 

by the disruption of the normal schedule of the subject population again 

altered conditions in an unassessable fashion. There is some evidence 

that the effect of the strike was to lower the expected fall peak in 

vandalism. The present study was relying heavily on the back-to-sc,hool 

period for an assessment of results following the contamination of the 

spring data. 

There were also internal contaminations of the data. Human factors 

researchers are acutely conscious of the so-caned "Ilawthorne Effect," Stated 

simply, this effect is a change in work rates due to the fact that employee~ 

see that the company is studying their behavior, without respect to the 

experimental manipulations. In the context of this study, this reflected 

in t~IO areas. First, the Reading Company has within the last year greatly 

reorganized and improved its security activities, As a result, greater 

emphasis is being placed on reporting and record keeping_ The employees 

not concerned with security have perceived this improved responsiveness 

and are reporting many more minor acts of vandalism than had been 

reported previously. Although there is little evidence that the actual 

rates of switch and signal damage have increased, the rates of reported 
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incidents went up dramatically the last year. In a related development 

more closely tied to the helicopter patrol, the very presence of a 

force specifically directed at vandalism has sensitized the operating 

personnel to minor vandalistic ac~s. Discussion with supervisory 

personnel suggests strongly that the train crews have been reporting 

non-damage stonings which previously would have been ignored. There 

also appears to be an increased reporting by maintenance creWs who 

otherwise would leave incidents unreported in order to save paperwork. 

The employees have become aware that management is concerned about 

vandalism and fear that unreported incidents will now get them into 

trouble. The effects of these artificial elevations of incident rate 

again make prior year comparisons meaningless. 

Numerical Results 

As previous sections of this chapter have demonstrated, no 

statistically meaningful inferential comparisons could be developed 

from the data of this study. It must fall to later research to 

statistically establish the effectiveness of helicopter patrol. This 

section will present those numeric results that were resolved from 

the rrojec t. 

Tables I and II present sumnary data for Reading operations in 

the Philadelphia area for 1971 and 1972 to the end of the project, 

respectively. Table Itt presents comparable data for the Penn Central. 

A plot of incident rates for vandalism typical of eastern railroads, 

taken from Sanders and Welton (p. 46), is given in Figure 2. Comparison 
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of the tables with Figure 2 will demonstrate that a similar pattern 

exists in Philadelphia, but that vandalism tends to peak in April and 

May rather than in March. Table IV presents the data directly 

attributable to the helicopter patrol. Comparison of these data 

with the overall data in Tables II and III allows some evaluation of 

the relatiVe effectiveness of the patrol. Table V presents the average 

incident rates broken down by day of the week. 

DUring the course of the project, Penn Central forces logged 

about 18,720 patrol hours and Reading forces logged around 9,360 

hours for a total patrol period of 28,080 hours. The helicopter 

flew 177.5 hours, accounting for approximately .63% of tile total 

patrol time. During this six-tenths of a percent, the helicopter 

patrol made 3.45% of the Penn Central trespasser ejections and 2.25% 

of the Reading ejections. These percentages must be considered in 

the light of the observation that trespassers ejected by the helicopter 

patrol tended to stay away from the right-of-way, in contrast ~/ith 

the usual eXperience of ground patrols, who often see the trespassers 

return as the patrol car drives away. Not only was the helicopter 

nearly six times more effective in producing ejections. those ejections 

were much more lasting. 

The helicopter was responsible for spotting 13.3% of the track 

obstructions reported during the experimental period. As with detection 

of burglaries of standing boxcars, the helicopter is many times more 

effective in detecting obstructions which n~y be hidden from a patrol 
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READING COMPANY 

VANDALISI~ - PHILADELPHIA COMMUTER AREA (SEPTA) - YEAR 1972 

NUMBER OF NUHBER OF PERSONAL 
STONING WINDOWS INJURY PASSENGER NUMBER CASES 
INCIDENTS BROKEN DUE TO STATION TRACK 

Ji.QlU.Ii PASSEIIGER PASSENGER VANDALISM VANDALISM OBSTRUC TI ONS 

JANUARY 21 20 4 4 11 

FEBRUARY 15 11 2 3 5 

r~ARCH 61 53 9 9 28 

APRIL 58 48 4 21 

HAY 74 43 5 18 26 

JUNE 36 23 13 7 11 

JULY 31 19 9 8 9 

AUGUST 37 25 8 3 13 

SEPTEMBER 37 23 14 6 14 

OCTOUER 43 32 11 14 13 

TOTAL 413 297 76 76 151 

TAOLE II: READING STATISTICS, 1972 

Source of Infonnation: 
Office, SUperintendent of Police 
Reading Company, Philadelphia, Pa. 
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.JANUARY 

PHBRUMY 

NARCH 

APRIL 

~IAY 

JU;-.r: 

JULY 

AUGUST 

SEPTa-IBER 

OC1'OaER 

N:lVfl.mLR 

!lr.-Cr~mER 

TOTAl. 

/I.'IJ1.IBER OF 
~'TONING 
lNClm:.\'TS 

18 

34 

39 

65 

57 

61 

3;1, 

23 

32 

41 

32 

36 

47Q 

Solln:~ of' lnfot'lllatiQII: 

READING COMPANY 

VANDAL lS>I - PIIILADELPHIA CCtor.tUTER AREA (SEPTA) 1971 

NUMBER OF 
WINOOII'S 
BROKEN 

13 

18 

38 

64 

59 

78 

21 

17 

30 

42 

~S 

44 

449 

PeRSONAL INJURY 
llUE TO 
VANDALIS>I 

5 

4 

3 

9 

9 

12 

7 

6 

11 

:5 

7 

76 

SfATION 
VANDALIS>I 

12 

6 

7 

10 

8 

7 

2 

6 

7 

12 

14 

7 

98 

NUMBER CASES 
TRACK 
OBS1RUCTlONS 

6 

9 

18 

13 

22 

S 

12 

14 

17 

14 

14 

12 
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OCfil:c <If Superintendent of Police, Philadelphia, ['a. 
\leading Comp.rl.' • 

r'\BLI, 1: lUADING STATISfICS, 1971 

SWITCH & 
SIGNAL TRESPASSERS 
DAMAGE EJECTED 

9 2,464 

11 4,073 

28 5,023 

34 4,801 

73 5,458 

43 5,595 

27 5,349 

17 4,969 

19 5,456 

39 6,286 

300 49,474 

SWITCH & 
SIGNAL 
lJAI.lAGE 

11 

21 

24 

3S 

22 

41 

38 

16 

11 

33 

20 

20 

298 

TRESPASSERS 
EJECTED 

2,893 

2,471 

3,534 

3,360 

3,934 

2,454 

2,710 

2,857 

3,018 

3,555 

3,503 

2,995 

37,284 
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PENN CEflTRAL TRANSPORTATION COMPANY 

VANDALISN - PHILADELPHIA COMMUTER AREA 

Comparison of Figures of 1971-72 
NUMBER OF NUMBER OF TRAC K CASES OF TAMPERING TRESPASSERS 

MONTH STONINGS OBSTRUCTIONS SWITCH OR SIGNAL EJECTED 

1971 (A)* 1972{A) 1971{A) 1972(A) 1971 (A) 1972(A) 1971 1972 

JANUARY 26 (1) 29 {OJ 23 (0) 23 {OJ 1 (0) 14 (0) 1408 2890 

FEBRUARY 70 (15) 26 (8) 39 (OJ 32 (0) 12 (0) 32 (l) 1795 3010 

MARCH 107 (19) 62 (0) 36 (0) 25 (0) 13 (0) 18 (0) 2350 2920 

APRIL 101 (2) 65 (OJ 32 (0) 57 (0) (0) 33 (0) 2175 2873 

~IAY 109 (29) 77 (5) 26 (0) 44 (0) 7 (2) 23 (0) 2756 2701 

.:JUNE 72 (12) 57 (9) 23 (0) 44 (0) 7 (2) 39 (0) 3601 2658 
w ... 

JULY 31 (1) 32 (4) 18 (0) 19 (2) 4 (0) 12 (0) 3204 2484 

AUGUST 48 (7) 24 (0) 18 (0) 26 (4) 3 (OJ 15 (0) 3120 2501 

SEPTEMBER 41 (0) 33 (0) 6 (0) 15 (1) 4 (0) 12 (0) 3361 2350 

OCTOBER 81 (6) 35 (3) 22 (0) 38 (5) 11 (0) 15 (0) 3261 2548 

TOTAL 686 (92) 440 (29) 423 (0) 323 (12) 63 (4) 213 (l) 27,031 26,945 

*(A) = Arrests 

Source of lnformation: Office of SUperintendent of Police, Philadelphia, Pa., Penn Central Transportation Co. 

TABLE III: PENN CENTRAL STATISTICS, 1971-1972 



TABLE 5 (Cont.) 

Helicopter Activity 
Total Number of Incidents of Vandalism per Day of Week: 

Number of Fl i ghts per Da~ of ~Ieek: 

Q.!t ~ 

~ ~ SUnday 3 

Sunday 9 Monday 10 

Monday 45 Tuesday 13 

Tuesday 38 NOTE: Ejecti ons were Wednesday 15 

Wednesday 49 measured by incident 
rather than by number 

Thursday 35 of individuals ejected. 
Thursday 12 

Friday 16 

Friday 57 Saturday 2 

Saturday 13 

TOTAL 71 Flight Days 

TOTAL 246 
(total incidents) 

Average: 3.5 Incidents/day (total no. of days) 

Average incidents per each da~ of week: 

~ Average 

Sunday 3.0 

Monday 4.5 

Tuesday 2.9 

\4ednesday 3.3 

Thursday 2.9 

Friday 3.6 

Saturday 6.5 
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(Unit is No. of Occurrences in JanuaryL. 

N w ~ ~ ~ ~ Q ~ C car. The three fires detected were 100% of fires on railroad properties 

reported by railroad security agents. In at least one case a potentially 

serious building fire was stopped before major damage occurred . 
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CHAPTER IV - CONCLUSIONS 

This chapter discusses the extent to which the project accomplished 

its stated objectives, considering each go,11 in turn. Whenever an 

objective was not fully accomplished, discussion is given to the 

contributing factors involved. The chapter concludes with a summation 

and evaluation of the project's findings. 

Objectives 

(1) To fly an experimental helicopter patrol over a large urban 

area (Philadelphia, Pennsylvania) within the SEPTA area of concern. 

The first objective. was accomplished without difficulty. Helicopter 

patro~ was begun on 24 r~ay 1972 and was ended 1 November 1972. The 

helicopter was used in a flexible and innovative fashion, giving the 

participating railroad~ broad experience in the patrolling and protection 

of commuter and freight facilities. Right-of-way patrols were found 

to be most effective in suppressing vandalistic activity directed at 

commuter cars, although protection of individual cars did prove feasible. 

During the experimental period, eight track obstructions capable of 

causing emergency conditions with injury potential \~ere detected and 

removed before any damage was done. 

(2) To develop coordinative and pr~cedural elements to assist two 

railroad security forces (the Penn Central and Reading) in cooperative 

anti~vandal ism efforts. The second objective Has accompl ished in all 
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degrees. DUring the early phases of the opera.tion some problems were 

encountered in communications while the helicopter was in flight. A 

procedure for regular checks by the observer with both security dispatchers 

was instituted and no further problems developed. Throughout the 

experiment, the two railroads cooperated to an unprecedented degree, 

often giving the impression of functioning as a single integrated force. 

For example, in the case of the Trenton Highline glue-sniffers, the 

Reading observer was aboard Eagle I, but apprehension was accomplished 

by Penn Central officers. The willingness to accommodate and cooperate 

demonstrated by the railroads made this portion of the project an 

outstanding success. A standardized activity reporting form was developed 

and used during this study, and the information flow between the companies 

was unhindered. This portion of the study demonstrated that where a 

willingness to work together exists, more than one company can participate 

in a common program. Although relatively large amounts of administrative 

time vlere initially required to set up the program, this investment paid 

off in a smooth and integrated operating structure. 

(3) To evaluate existing Penn Central vandalism data as a baseline suitable 

for statistically documenting the effects of the patrol. In conversations 

with Penn Central security administration staff prior to the start of 

this program, the existence of a large body of historical data on vandalism 

occurrence was established. It was hoped that this data might be used to 

provide a statistic41 baseline for evaluation of the effectiveness of this 

patrol. When utilization of this data was attempted, however, a number of 
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barriers to its use were encountered. 

The primary problem was the form in which the data was stored. The 

original logs were no longer available. The data had been sunmarized 

with respect to locale but without respect to occurrence date. ~Jhere 

date of occurrence had been preserved, the incident reports were filed 

alphabetically by name of injured subject and/or name of reporting 

officer. The Penn Central staff was willing to cooperate in assembling 

the data, but they lacked the time and manpower necessary to make even 

a realistic attempt at gathering it. A library research effort of at 

least half a man-year would have been required had outside personnel 

come in and assembled the material. Since no provision for such activity 

had been made in the funding of the project. this alternative was rejected. 

A second problem has been alluded to in previous chapters. OVer the 

last year. the Penn Central and Reading administrations have shown increased 

interest in vandalism and its suppression. This has caused both security 

forces and operating personnel to modify and increase their reporting pro

cedures. The effect of these changes has been to make data collected during 

this project very different from data collected in previous years, without 

consideration of any experimental variables. In light of these changes. 

it was clearly unreasonable to expend funds and effort in an attempt to 

recover the historical data. 

Finally, as has been documented elsewhere in this report, the data 

gathered during this study was not suitable for computation of comparison 

statistics. The lack of an adequate control group, the difficulty in 
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determining a reasonable descriptive metric, and contamination of the 

data by outside factors made it clear that thE< historical data could not 

serve as a statistical comparison baseline. Although it is physically 

present in Penn Central files, the baseline data does not exist in a 

statistical sense. 

(4) To consider all possible applications of the helicopter toward 

suppression of vandalism in a manipulable and innovative environment, 

and to make re'commendations based on this experience to aid future 

helicopter patrols. 

The fourth objective has been achieved. Recommendations are to be 

found in the final chapter of this report. The helicopter was utilized 

in a continually adapting procedure \Vith each observer modifying his 

patrols along lines which he found to be most effective. In the course 

of the study almost every form of railroad property was given close 

attention and action vias taken against nearly every sort of vanda11stic 

activity to which the railroads are subject. The command staffs of both 

railroad security departments cooperated completely in giving the observers 

the necessary freedom of action. Shortly after patrols were begun, the 

observers reported difficulty in locating and directing the ground patrols. 

A solution, consisting of marking the roofs of the patrol cars, \Vas devised 

and implemented. This is typical of the \Vay in which the companies 

cooperated with innovation. 

(5) To attempt to establish a cost benefit ratio for programs involving 

non-ownership of the helicopter by participant railroads. 
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Although a definitive answer will be difficult to produce, this goal 

has been accomplished to a limited extent. As the data of chapter three 

suggests, the helicopter is much more effective than a ground unit. 

In order to calculate a meaningful cost-benefit ratio, it would be necessary 

to determine the present cost of operating a standard ground patrol car. 

The two railroad security forces were unable to supply this information. 

Standard figures for police operations would suggest that the cost would 

lie between $15-20 an hour, assuming two officers per car. This would be 

~' ,:roximately $400 per patrol day. A helicopter on regular patrol would 

probably average four hours flight per day, making its nominal cost about 

$350 per patrol day, assuming an officer of command rank would serve as 

observer. It is apparent then that the cost of adding a helicopter patrol 

is slightly less than adding an additional ground patrol. 

This report has noted a number of important additional capabilities 

which a helicopter adds to a security force. To review them briefly: it 

provides an outstanding observational platform, affording direct 

inspection of otherwise inaccessible and vulnerable facilities; it provides 

extremely qUick response capability to emergency situations. it prOVides the 

ability to greatly extend the patrol range of a single officer. allowing 

"eyes-on" eXamlnation of a company's total facility at least once a day; and 

it carries psychological impact whjch uniquely SUits the young, impulsive, 

subject population involved in vandalism. It appears to be cost~effective 

to add these capabilities for no mare than the cost of an additional 

patrol car. Although a hard dollar benefit could not be calculated, it is the 
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firm opinion of those security officers working with this project that 

the helicopter saved the railroads a good deal more than it cast. 
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CHAPTER V - REC~1MENDATrONS 

This chapter will detail recol111lendations for futu\"e research efforts 

in this area, and for working helicopter surveillance programs. The 

first section details elements that should be designed into future research. 

The second section is concerned with practical considerations for actual 

helicopter patrol. 

Recol111lendations for Future Research 

There remains a need for a preplanned, well designed study of 

vandalism, over a period of at least two years. The study should be aimed 

at producing a stable, well documented ~aseline against which vandalism 

suppressive programs can be assessed. The research should be dedicated 

toward the following goals: 

(1) Development of a suitable descriptive statistic which may be used 

to accurately quantify vandalistic activity. 

(2) Validation of the metric developed against as many railroad 

operations as possible. 

(3) Development and implementation of a standardized incident reporting 

form that will make available information on type, time and date, location, 

and real costs (if assessible) of vandalistic activity. Such a form should 

be developed in cooperation with working security personnel and prepared 

in such fashion that it will be clear, self-explanatory, and easy to use. 

(4) Collection and reduction of sufficient data to produce baseline 

activity scales against which any program may be assessed. Such data 

collection should encornpas~ at least two calendar years. 
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Until such a program or its functional equivalent is developed, it 

~1i1l remain virtually impossible to statistically assess programs such 

as this study. 

Recomnendations for Helicopter Patrol Program 

The following reco\111lendations should be given consideration in any 

operational helicopter patrol program. 

(1) The helicopter should be manned with at least a two man crew. 

The observer should be experienced in ground patrol activities, and must 

be intimately familiar 11ith railroad operations in the patrol area. 

The observer should be responsible for police communications and should 

be of sufficient rank to command attention from personnel in the ground 

patrol. The observer should be the mission command and should direct 

patrol operations, except in those cases where safety or operation 

of the aircraft takes precedence. 

(2) Comnunications should be a major·concern. The helicopter shOUld 

have the capability of direct communications with all elements of the 

patrol force, even when normal radio traffic is directed by a central 

dispatcher. If at all pOSSible, the helicopter should be equipped to 

communicate directly with trains on the line for emergency use. Arrangements 

should be made 11ith the local civil police to permit direct radio contact 

with civil police communications from the helicopter. The observer shOUld 

be equipped with earphones and a lip mike to free his hands as much as 

possible, and to make communications more audible in the noisy helicopter 
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environment. 

(3) Some means of visual air~to-ground identification should be 

established with the ground patrols. In this study, stick-on numerals 

on the top of the cruisers were found to be simple, inexpensive, and 

highly effective. 

(4) Although observers should be given freedom to modify patrol 

plans, to a large extent, flights should be pre-programmed. A fixed 

schedule of patrol should not be established, but rather there should 

he a changing order of patrol over a set of standard areas. In the 

same vein, ground patrols should be coordinated with the overflight 

plan. For example, one car could patrol an area with the copter while 

a second car was moving to the next area the copter would visit. The 

aircraft's areas could be planned to include inspection of inaccessible 

areas while the ground cars were changing patrol zone. The helicopter 

patrol will remain effective only so long as it ;s regularly backed up 

on the ground. 

(S) The helicopter is unusually effective in stopping vandalism in 

progress. As much of the copter's time as possible should be used in 

protection of trains in vulnerable areas. 

(6} The helicopter has a psychological effect disproportionate to 

its actual ability to effect physical arrest. This should be exploited by 

a careful and continuing publicity campaign directed both externally to 

the general public and internally to the railr~ad employees. 

(7) The copter is only effective when it is in the air. Any long 

term program should be aimed at producing as much flying time as possible. 
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Ideally, the copter shOUld fly from six to eight in the morning and from 

four to seven in the afternoon. Any schedule adopted should be based on 

the observers' impressions as to best patrol times, as determined by 

a random schedule flown at the beginning of the program. 

(8) Any patrol program shOUld be flexible and directed toward innovation. 

The observers should be kept well informed as to their effectiveness and 

should be motivated to experiment with additional and unusual applications 

of the helicopter to the problem of vandalism suppression. 

(9) The helicopter achieves its greatest effectiveness through its 

ability to coVer relatively large patrol areas. Programs shOUld be aimed 

at cooperative involvement of as many companies and jurisdictional areas 

as possible, 

(10) If more than one railroad participates in the program, major 

efforts shOUld be made early in the operations to insure that all 

observers are acquainted with a11 companies' properties. Map books 

should be prepared including the various locale names that each railroad 

uses. Extensive map orientation, both on the ground and in the air, should 

be held before operations are begun. 
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Thur. 
25 

Frl. 
26 

Tues. 
30 

wed. 
31 

APPENDIX A 
HELICOPTER PATROL REPORT - MAY 1972 

PENN CENTR~T READING CO. TOTALS 

S;lain 1 15 ' 16 

Spain I 6 6 

Spain I 8 18 26 

Spain 114 4 18 
. 

Parker: - - -

Events 

16 ejectjons/ 
4. groups - one 

stoning stopped 
6 ejectlons{2 
groups - lo~ded 
boxcar door open 

18 ejections/ 
6 groups 
crossties report.ei 
18- ej ections I 
5 groups 

no trespassers 
observed 

I I I 
1-_.....I-+--i~-4--1 -=--~-:----+--l---+-_ ~-"'-I ===1 
t..--L--l _I ~I----f---!---+-__ "+-' L---1 

-.;-.1 .-..-.J-1_: -4--t ..... ............q..-l-'. J-_-l 
'-' i' I I I I 

I ( I i ~._ .. ~ ____ ~ __ ~~ __ -+ ____ .. 4 ___ -4 ____ ~~ __ ~ __________ ~ __ 

I i I I 
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I 
I 
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HELICOPTER PATROL REPORT - JUNE 1972 

PENN CEN'lRAI. READING CO. TOTALS 

.An:ests ~re3ts "" II ,'e:> ts Events Dates Cf'ficer 
,.,,,. 

em 

Thur. 
1 Spain 15 8 23 6 groups 

I . FrL 
2 Burns 16 , 15 31 Stoners ejected 

Sat. 
3 

Sun • 
Burns 1 4 

, 
Mon. 

5 

t----+----+--+----I-l J--t----1-I--, 
r-----~------~----~·--~·--~~---~------+_----~-------------------I j 

I Tues. I 
6 I I 

Wed. I 'I I 
. 7 ISpain 14 I 
Thurs 1 I' II 
8 IBurns \ 10 

I " 

Fri. I ! 
9 ISpain I 11 I 

20 I 
6 I I 
2 _ ........ ._--t-

34 I 
16 

13 

I 34 ejections/ 
I 7 groups 

Train cutting 

13 ejecU.0l~3/ 
4 groups 

---,-S~;.! i i 
~~. J~ I-------~-----+-----' I 
-==-..... "-,,,-~l.,:.:.. ........... t ................ ~ ... __ ~ __ --t __ + __ .,..I ________ , 

Mon.' I I- 1 Stoners ejected-
12 B 6 Obstructors 

urns I 3; 23 ~ ...... 2_-+_~-+-r._e.;:..p_o_rt_e_d_-_e~j_e .... ct_e_d~ 
J Ii Covered train 

'Tues. J emergency 
13 ISpain 14 5 6 groups 

~--~----~--~----....-.~~+-----+---~~--~~~--~-------~ 
Wed. 
14 

Thurs I 
15 Spain_ 2 

2 Vandals 
apprehended -
1+ groups 



~-. 
. _- ., . - . .. -.--- .. 'f 

ifEADING 
. 

PENNCEN'lFAL CO. TO'I'ALS 

Dates Of'ftr I"'C¥r' fi:: t.s ~ ~rest.s I!i- {UB lArrests Events 

[FrL • 
16 [Parker 29 31 60 25 On train 

lSat. 
17 

~un. 
18 

Mon. 
~pain 

Heavy stoning 
19 37 13 50 3 Apprehensions 

I 
Tues. 
20 iParker 5 5 Protected trains 

~ed. ~pa:in I I 15 Groups 23. 30 6 36 -, • 
tr'hurs. 

22 
, 

~ri. I I I 23 ) .... - "1-~at. I I I j 
24 J 

I 
I I 

pun. I 25 . 
Mon. I 

Pa.rker 
I 26 3 , 12 15 5 Grollps --- .. , ... 

~organ! 
j 

Irues. I Checked out 
27 U 

, 
0 8 track obstruct jon t 

I . ' 
~-. I , • I 

I -leu. Ii; 
2B I! } 
~_A .. "'< .. t ..... " ... ~l'I"l,:.,'C ....... ~~ .. ~,......,~ t I 

Thurs. I I 
29 

, _. . --lrri. ~arkerl 
I t 

30 0 I 6 6 2 Gr,:~~os 
.- -:,..~;~~:t;""""'... ~.--:--

I 

rotal 15 199 I 154 353 
-

" 

! 
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HELICOPTER PATROL REPORT - JULy 1972 

. 
PENN CENl'RAL READING CO. TOTALS 

Date Pfrirer ~ il\ ..+, 
~ f1~ £'vents 

"V -
Sat. I 1 

. 
Sun. 0 

2 ! 

Mon. I I I 3 I 

Tu~s '1 I 
, 

Wed. 
Spain I AutomobJle 

5 6 6 ejected 

. I I T Thurs Fire on tracKS 
. 6 Burns 0 I 6 6 3 (Night Patr<Jl) 

..j.-_ ... 

I Covered train 
I 

Frio J ' I ! I I I 

iSpain I 7 ! 1 I 1 I burglary-l An'est 
• 

Sat .. i I I 

i I 8 1 
.. -.- -

·1 i 
I 

Sun. i 
9 I .. i ! 

,d_ ----"" '0I<.1~· 
Mun. J i • I 

Broke up beer 
10 f8urns ! I 20 20 party (Night) . { 

~~ i : ' r es 0 I I 

11 .~::.~J~.~.~L.,_,~ , . I 0 
·..-.-.1 -Wed. I I 

I ~l. 
Late fli~~t 

FPain ! cance11e 12 3 13 3 groups 
.~-

~ursJ i 
13 ~pain I 0 

WrJ. 
i I 

14 !Burns I 0 
, 

0 0 Night Patrol '. • 

!Burns! 

, 
I . 

~at. I L .. 3 
3 bi cycles 

15 0 3 ejected 
. 



---, -.--- ----- .. , . 
t.'l!lfN CENTPAL ~FAnING CO. TOTALS 

toa.te ~r l-r-m=tr.. In . ..., ~ ~ I!.vents -
Sun. I . 
16 Burns 0 4 4 2 groups - . --wm. 
17 

Tues. 
15 Parlr.er 

I 
8 8 

wed. . 
19 Morgan 13 2 5 18 2 3 groups 

I 

Thuro. 
20 Burns 2 2 

MOrg~ 
I 

Fri. 
21 6 4 10 

jato ~tected fumitu re 
Train door open) 

22 ~urns 2 5 7 12 stonings stopped 

Sun. 
23 

I 
IBurna 

I I I Mon. I 
21.J. 7 I 7 I , 

Tues. I I f?~ Spain 8 9 17 -
(Jt~d • ! ~_l ~toning train::; 

2(;) ~urns I 2 2 stopped , .. '" I 1 Thurs. , 
('>7 (SpaIn 12 I 1 13 2~' 1 -

2 glue sniffers F'ri. . . I 
arrested 

~~H BUrns 1 2 J 2 2 4 2 (5 to date) 
~M'''''''''''''.Mo.,'''''''''~~ . 

So.t. 1 I -h-2S1 I 

Sun. -.L 30 

M~'n. I 
31 Spa.in 12 I 3 15 

64 6 I 
9 'I'OTA!. 21 100 ! 167 

I . 
-57-

~. 
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HELICOPTER PATROL REPORT - AUGUST lY72 

!PENN CENTRAl READING CO TOTALS 

Date Officer fEJ nests ~~ iE.btim:; lArl'ffits mv~ntG ~. 

-Tues . 
1 

Wed. . 
2 Spain 1 9 12 21 3 Groups 

Thurs 

I 
I 

3 I 
; 

Spain I , Fr:i. 
~rack obstructl0n 4 17 9 26 emoveJ , 

Sat. , ~ire .xtln~lsh.d 5 
. 

1 

I 
Sun. I poor opening 6 . stopped , 

J 
. 

Mon. I I I 7 I I 
TuSs. , I I I . I ! 

'ded. ) I · J LiT , 
I , · 9 i 1 

.~4.::J. __ '" • ~ ....... ~............J 

ThursJ I 
! I I I ! I I 10 ! · • I .", .. -- , J ' I tracl~ llbi~truct 11)0 

Frj. . : 

11 , ~~~J'r.: 3 __ ,Lw.-. 9 22 amoved 
t I 

nil .. """ 
. 

1 ' I 

I I Sat. I i I 
12 i I 

I 
~ .-

Sun. I I I 

I 
I i I 

I I 
13 I 1 , 

I Mon. I 14 ! 

Tues. I 
f 

i i 

I I ~ 15 ! I' 
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PENN CENTRA ~EADING 80 

;.led. 
16 Spain 23 

Thurs 
17 Burns 3 

Fri. 
18 

Sat. 
l~ 

Sun. 
20 

M<,n. I I 
21 Burns 1 

Tues. 
r)'l c;;c;; 

tied. 
23 

9 

1 

3 

TOTALS 

. .Lests Events 

22 

4 

3 

5 Adults eject,t.d/ 
. 3 Gn,ups 

Placing cf 
o1::struct:i.crs stopFBi 

Boxcar doors open 

Soup cans on 
I ground 

~--~----~--~----.+---~--~~----+---~---------------
Thurs 1', f

l
' I 

21, I 

li'r j. ! 
2) 

WcJ. I 
30 

rhurn. 
31 

p.'<YrAL 6 t 55 

HELICOPTf:R PATROL REPORT ~ OCTOBER 19'72 

rPENN CENTRAl READING CO. TOTALS . 

Date ~-- h:: .... "T"''''----·ts ~ ~~~~~~~·~~~u-~~~-~~.L=~~~~An~~~sm~~~.~~·~rn~~~~~·~~-B~N~e~nt~s~ ____ ~ 

burns 1 !'
sun. 

1 

IMon , /Burns J 
I 2 Spain 12 

11 12 

5 17 2 Fl~Bhts 
Tues, p~kerl; 

PM 2 Flights 
3 Spain. 7 10 I 17 4 Groups 

Wed. I'-'pain anda1isn stuppcd.(4) Ie. 1 J r,Fl:t'e reported 

t-_4-t-iBu_r_n_s--"-.......;7~~_-+-...::1;...;4_ .. ;-, __ ~2;;;;1~.+-_-+_2_F_1_i_g_ht_f_, ___ I 

Frh~rs. I 
t-w_r_~_. -""~_I~_:_ki~_r+-____ ~ ...... ..;.I_,,_ .. _ ........ f __ 4 __ -4 __ 3~_._~ F~i gh t:. _." .. j 
~a~. I I I I I 

r~u-8·-TI--~I---I~-+--~-~j~---~~:---------t 
Mon. 

9 
~urns/I Iii 
~pai n j 12 . 8 I 20 , 

t----t-......... -.J---___ 4----.IIloI .. .. 1.rUS~ 

P'ues. 
10 2 

] 

Open bvxcar' 
reported 
2 Flights 

~urns I 2 I 
~.--~----+---------4---~----._r--.--r_--_+--------------! I I 

4 

w~~. }!.~~12h ~.-.._+_1-9-+_-3_ .... !---_____ 1 

~rs'l I I _J_---+----+----+----. _____ _ 
Frj. IParker¥ L "II 

t--13_~~_·p_a_i_n_f __ 7_ _-+_2_9_+-_
4

._ 36 

~at. 
14 

~un. 
15 

I 
I 

. 
i 
I .,. 
I ~ 

- /'?? 
(?.?~-

2 Fljghts 

J 



---~--"--'---.....-----..----- -'--'- -.- ... _ .... - -
PENN CENTRAI ~EADING CO. TOTALS 

I 
IDa te Off'.icer 1E1&.J'rl.i:rr·.b' "Ej\l:-res"ts lBvectrn ArrESts ~ctim: Arrests Events 
~--~---+~--~---~~--4----+~--4----~~------------~ 
Mon. 

16 
lI'ues. 
17 

f.r'hurs. 
19 

IFrL 
20 

Sat. 
21 

~un. 
22 

Burns/ 
fgpain 

iBurns/ 
Spain 

I Mon. 1 
23 ! 

I Tues. ~ 

24 ~ 

11 16 27 2 FlIghts 

6 Open boxcars 
18 5 23 reported/2 Fllght 

. 

w~. , I 
~--~----+---------~--~----~--~,-----.~.-------~~---~ 
ThursJ I 

26 }Spain 10, 3 Groups 
~---+----~----~--4-~-' ----,+---~----4_----~------_4 

4 14 

Fri. f i) ~rack obstructions 
27 !Spain 8 t 2 10 removed 

,~--~----~--~--~~--~---~---~----!--------- . 
\ I , I 

s~~. J ___ ~I~~_~.J~' ____ :_£'~'~~ __ ~ __ -4 ____ ~ __ ~! ______________ ' 

LS~_9_·~I __ ~I __ ~I __ -+ ___ + ___ ~~~~ ________ • __ 
r- . I 
M~~. Ispain I 3 

Sun. 
31 

TOTAL 

71 

I 
104 i 3 

524 

3 

111 i 226 4 

512 13 
J -6/1-
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APPENDIX B 

A sample of oewspaper articles used to publicize the program. 

Delct:cd 
Copy~ight Material 
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